Hawksbill Mountain is the highest peak in the park at 4050'.

**Hawksbill Summit from:**
- **parking area at mile 45.6** - 1.7 miles round trip, fairly steep hike to spectacular view.
- **parking area at mile 45.6** - 2.9 mile circuit, moderate hike with beautiful views much of the way, and a spectacular view at the top.
- **parking area at mile 46.7** - 2.1 miles round trip, easy to moderate hike to a gorgeous view.

**Rose River Loop Trail** - 4 mile circuit from Fishers Gap, moderate, shady trail with streams, cascades, and a waterfall.

**Note:** Round trip hikes proceed to a destination and return by the same route. Circuit hikes begin and end at the same point without retracing steps.

---

**Rose River Fire Road**

**Leave No Trace**
Preservation through education: building awareness, appreciation, and most of all, respect for our public recreation places.